[Magnetic resonance angiography of the neck vessels: technique and anatomy].
The authors identified the standard projections for studying neck vessels with magnetic resonance angiography. Sixty volunteers underwent angio-MR of the arterial neck vessels with FISP 3D FT sequences obtained on the coronal and sagittal planes. The gradient-echo sequence (FISP 3D FT) was acquired with TR = 0.04-0.08 s and TE = 15 ms, with 25 degrees flip angle. Single excitated slices of thickness ranging from 1-2 mm were included in the acquisition volume. These sequences were subsequently processed by the maximum intensity projection method. Two radiologists examined our results to choose the optimal projections. We used a semiquantitative scale which allowed us to distinguish 3 different diagnostic levels for each projection: well-visualized vessels, poorly-visualized, and non-visualized ones. For each section axial rotations were performed ranging from 0 degree to 180 degrees, with 15 degrees intervals. On the coronal plane, rotations from -45 degrees to 45 degrees were the optimal ones to visualize the studied vessels. The 0 degree-15 degrees-30 degrees-45 degrees-135 degrees-165 degrees-180 degrees projections allowed the common carotids to be clearly demonstrated together with the vertebral arteries. The other projections appeared to be useless for diagnostic purposes. On the sagittal plane, rotations from 60 degrees to 120 degrees were the optimal ones. The 90 degrees projection allowed the demonstration of all the big arterial vessels of the neck, including carotid bifurcation and internal and external carotids. The assessment of the optimal diagnostic projections for angio-MR of the neck vessels is helpful to reduce post-processing time. As a matter of fact, the immediate visualization, during the examination, of the standard projections allows further acquisitions to be obtained--if needed--to try to solve specific diagnostic doubts.